FACULTY HONORS PRESIDENT, WIFE, AT FORMAL DINNER

Dr. and Mrs. Phillip H. Falk were honored by the faculty of the College during the annual Faculty Assembly and reception September 29, at the Hotel Whiting.

At the conclusion of the dinner, C. F. Watson, Director of the Intermediate Department, presented over the program as chairman and toastmaster. After a short museule at which appeared Ula Mae Knutzen, Eyeline Atkins, and Evelyn Schwingel, all students at the college as first speakers, spoke of the general unrest which seemed prevalent in the country. He cited the European situation as an example, making particular reference to condition in Germany under the iron hand of Adolf Hitler, and spoke of the world states and the rampant criticism of the administration and the New Deal. He drew the conclusion that there must be a lack of leadership in the position of the people, that the lack occurred. He stated that education alone was not a sure key to leadership, for the job of training young men and women for leadership is the start for training leaders of men, and it is vitally important for the President to Dr. Falk, that we have a competent leader here in C.S.T.C.

Upon introduction of F. S. Hyer, former president here, the faculty and guests rose as a group in welcome and recognition. Dr. Hyer in a short talk spoke of the privilege of turning over his former position to a younger man, and praised his acting career for the new president.

Regent Martin, upon introduction of H. C. Monson, spoke of the difficulty the regents had in finding a suitable man. His plans for the president upon the resignation of Hyster, and mentioned the high standards of the dean, his full achievement, and character, necessary to the necessary function to fill the position suitably. He mentioned that he had found all the qualifications in the new president.

Dr. Falk then thanked every one for their speeches and told that he was very proud to be able to work with such a fine faculty. He concluded, stating that he was in the honeycomb category and he hopes it will last forever.

A large group of townswill people attended the public reception following the dinner.

MISS JONES TAKES LEAVE
Miss Jones, teacher of Biological Sciences, announced her intentions of taking an extended leave of absence. Her plans for the future have not as yet been definitely formulated.

YOUTHFUL PH. D. TAKES POST
HERE IN SCIENCE DIVISION

Heyer Is New Athletic Asst.

Charles M. Heyer has been added to our faculty as an Assistant Physical Education Instructor. Hereafter Coach Kotal will handle the varsity squads, while Mr. Heyer will conduct all gym classes and begin working on an activity program of which he wants a 100% cooperation from all of the fellows. This program will not only be beneficial, but it will also offer a pleasant recreational opportunity in the field of intramural sports.

To Help Coach Kotal
REPPEN HEADS EXECUTIVE BOARD

The Executive Board of the Association of Wisconsin Teachers Colleges held its biannual meeting here at Stevens Point last Saturday. This Association is composed of members from the ten teachers colleges and has an approximate membership of between five and six hundred teachers.

Mr. Reppen is president of the organization. The vice-president is Georgia Clark of Platteville, and the secretary-treasurer is Hilda B. Oby of Eau Claire.

The purpose of the meeting was to organize their business for the coming year, and to arrange for the Teachers’ Convention to be held at Milwaukee on November 3. These arrangements consisted of items such as the matter of presentation, the making and preparation of speeches, etc.

CAMERAMEN ELECT; MEET WEDNESDAY

The following officers were elected at the last meeting of the Photo Club.

Clifford Sponagle....President Catherine Bowersock....Vice-President Merrielle Neveden.....Secretary Eloy Phoebus.....Treasurer

There will be a regular meeting of the Photo Club next Wednesday October 12, 1938, at 4:00. At that time a lecture, “The Essentials of Picture Making,” will be given. A main part of the lecture will be the showing of thirty lantern slides.

All School Party FRIDAY NIGHT Music by CASTILLANS

Assembly to be held at 10:05 A. M. Thursday. Everybody be there, especially officers of every organization in college.

DR. NESTOR FLOOD, 23, NEW CHEMISTRY AIDE

Dr. Nestor Flood, 23, who received his degree from the University of Chicago, took over his duties here as a member of the chemistry staff, Tuesday morning.

Flood has an enviable record scholastically. He completed a semester of ten years, both grammar and high school requirements and entered college at the age of 16.

WILL TEACH CHEMISTRY

In spite of his youth, Flood has been honored with a Ph. D., using for his thesis the subject “Boron Hydrides.”

Dr. Flood is a native of Chicago and has lived there all of his life.

At C.S.T.C. he will teach general chemistry, quantitative and qualitative analysis and the corresponding laboratories for each subject.

When questioned as to his hobbies, Flood stated that he was interested in amateur dramatics, in particular, little theatre work.

MISS JONES TAKES LEAVE

Miss Jones, teacher of Biological Sciences, announced her intentions of taking an extended leave of absence. Her plans for the future have not as yet been definitely formulated.

Home Ec. Head To Resume Work

Miss Josie May Allen, for many years head of the Home Economics Department at Central State Teachers College, expects to be back at her teaching post in about two weeks. Miss Allen has been recovering from injuries incurred in an automobile accident several weeks ago, while other faculty members were also involved.

Well Known Educator

Few people in the country are better qualified for the type of work that she has been doing.
A STUDENT SENATE

Students are just like people—they enjoy living in the accumulated mess, confusion, and chaos. The school has no time for bad habits, and poor study habits at that. One of the few things that students do constantly is to participate in the school activities. Occasionally, however, they do get fed up and have a thorough house cleaning. Some students even use these activities as a means of escaping their studies, thinking only of sport, music, or other extracurricular activities. The school, however, is quick to point out that such activities should be balanced with academic pursuits.

THE WISDOM CORNER

By "DOC" BEN

A Placement Bureau that is Inadequate

I often wonder if there is a limit to how many students graduate expect their instructors, especially during placement. It is common to hear instructors saying, "I have a new student this year," or "I have a new class next year." This is true, but there is a limit to how many students can be placed in one job. Inadequate placement bureaus often refuse to place students because of the limited number of jobs available.

ASTUDENTS' NEWS

NEWS FROM ABRAD

A graduate of this past summer is a member of the faculty member boasting C. S. T. C.

Dear Mr. Xady,

I had my credits sent to Northwestern University for evaluation and the following is the result: I am eligible for admission. I am assuming that you are expected to make a report on my work in the field of education.

This should work out very conveniently for me since I am near their institution.

NEWS FROM ABRAD

The Greek organizations are busy with plans for homecoming. Plots for the parade before the games on Friday night are drawing the attention of many students. Some have been made for homecoming floats following the game.

The Omega Beta will hold its banquet in the Club Dining room of Hotel Whiting.

Phi Sigma Epsilon fraternity's dinner will take place on Friday night at the Casino.

Annie's Cafe will be the scene of the Inaugural for Chi Delta Rho fraternity.

Omegam Chi sorority will receive its alumnae and friends at the Grazio Zeman Room.

POISON'S DRUGS

Snce? Find a feminine right hand with a small wart on the back of it and you have one of our prettiest freshmen. Harry, become within a very short time identification will be destroyed. (Glad you solved that.)

If you have a new越来越少, I tought a certain Severus all over the building trying to get connections so that she might yield cherv.

The next time you meet the Sevile in this particular country—she found the football game and she must admit—she does a nice bit of leading. Only one criticism: the name is wonderful.

What Freshman girl has already its football? Seems like just kind of fast work to see.

Stornorl took his first airplane ride last Sunday. He said he thinks the plane was only six inches in diameter. The take place fl the peak between a zinnia and a divi.

Among other people on the campus that you should know is little Saul Shafford. He isn't enrolled because right now he is quite active in the training school and won't be eligible for these halls for eight or ten years. Anyway, he's usually found on the back of the group he is quite a good thing.

He's so small that one can hardly resist picking him up. Saul's really a character but his older brother, Howard, was nearly driven to distraction when Saul, way back during July, persisted in homing the small school children with an extended arm and a small "He'll git, Hitey." And(Hi), he'd show it and try to persuade me why. I'm convinced that some senior college taught that procedure.

We should have a few years here, a number of the old timers are back, including Hater Becker, Ophenvon and Ben Lawchikewitz.

How do Education two major changes like it? The course is all right and if you can't enjoy and appreciate it, better to see a psychiatrist. To really get its worth, one must understand something about many sound at the time, Phil Ranilow, Parkey, Stein, Murr and, yes—Mr. Matzerson, gets into some details during summer school. No one was bruised.

Jer Bloom, (Mr. Sports Editor to you,) was held up by a hour or two physical training, to the Finger Point office when someone "lifted" his material. It included a current football magazine (and a few more current ones) and some notes Jerry Dun had taken.

Paul, Faust would like to know, since Leibou addressed the importance of such "academic" subjects as band, golf, athletics and forensics in last Thursday's assembly, just when a student is supposed to get in touch with "extracurricular" (as history, chemistry, etc.) (Konda cute! Get it?)

Will someone who is politically associated enough to write an article for the local paper, give an outline of a current reality in the student body? And for the placements with the work, that is what the penalty for yess. Let me now no soon as I want two yest of them, even if it is allowed. Thanks a lot.

Curious student P. S. Please don't publish my name.

Dear Curious Student:

Yes, you have seriously violated the code of student conduct at football games. Only the band and the officials are allowed to be on the field at football games. However, we will reprimand you for your first offense, as it is your first offense.

Dear Editor:

In my opinion the football team looked pretty nice in the new uniforms we purchased. I would also like to ask a question, as long as new suits were being purchased. Wherever do you plan on them when the school colors are purple and gold? It seemed rather foolish to me, "That their colors ever lower To the green and the gold to yell, 'Yea purple, yea gold,' when our fellows were out there sporting and the colors are ours.

If the school colors have been officially changed to red and gold, as some other schools have done, and our words of our songs and yell to correspond with the colors? But, I suppose that the school colors are still the royal purple and yellow, as we hope they are, why the red jerseys?}

Young truly,

Just Been Wondering.

as to Madison.

And now in closing, Mr. Neale, I beg to say that for the various favors you have shown me for my own and for my good wishes to the studets, I here again, thank you for your kindness and for your interest in me to graduate this past summer, I shall continue to be an active member of C.S.T.C., the best Teacher's College in the state.

Yours truly yours,

Harry C. Steffen
Season's Program
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
be ready to take over the re-
spnsibility of changing these.
If we can make our students
aware of the fact that an or-
ganization of the type we are
available for changing the
prestige of the All-American
must, there would be a decided
change on the campus. If we can
accomplish these things it might
deceive us of the Cabinet
be during the morass of
details that present. We are:
not capable of "paying the price"
of being a leader or the con-
tent sacrificing of self desires
and the work of the task.
Begu-
ning a leader is a task, not an
extra-curricular activity. We
which should make us become
in a mass of lessons to get,
and things that we have to do.
that we lose our perspective,
the sight of our purpose,
and fall far short of our goal.
However, if we fail our ex-
perience will not have been
entirely lost. We learn through
our failure, we see the reasons
for our failing and profit
our next attempt till we are
more capable in helping our
Followers to succeed.
You leaders of next year
watch your step. If the little
details seem to be unnecessary,
drop them and climb higher
in your purpose." Viola Gerike
Placement Bureau
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
with a well directed personal
Department. It would be nece-
sary for this director to carry
a light load, and to have
the assistance of an in-
terested faculty committee,
and the cooperation of all the
instructors in making his sug-
gestions and decisions. The
emphasis should be with
students in making their own
choices, rather than in making
it for them.
It is a pity that so many
Freshmen "just enroll" and
are becoming upper classmen find
themselves horribly misplaced.
The student who has least to
offer usually makes the most
noise when he fails to gain a
position, Let's give the faculty
a break by not expecting too
much. Would you do as much
perhaps not...
HOISERY
Special 59c a Pair
79c Value
Pull Fashioned
Every Pair at Quality
Springs and Rings
Triple Toe and Heel
Chiffon or Service

SHOPEE SHOY STORE
Courteous Service
SOUTH SIDE

PETE'S BARBER SHOP
Cortette Service

WELSY DRY CLEANERS
PROMPT SERVICE Phone 688

HANNON BACH DRUG STORE
LUNCH WITH US

FORD V-8 Cars and Trucks Complete One Stop Service Stations GOODYEAR TIRES STEVENS POINT MOTOR CO. Phone 82

OVERGENTS Cleaned and Pressed $1.00
POINT CLEANERS JUST A SHADE BETTER Phone 428 112 Strongs Ave.
Sizing EM Up

My, my, such pep—beautiful fall day, a crowd, and no pep—NO PEP. What is this institution coming to? Only yesterday the officials and the Stout bunch—were less enthusiastic during intermission. Edgar Bergen hasn't a thing on that new show, "Hillbilly panels" to get noise out of only one dummy. Dazed off and dreamt I was attending homecoming at the football fan. Both teams put a terrific effort when it was a case of machine and man—like. Probably it was the Irishman picked up a rolling play was sluggish and different. Although the Point play was sluggish and refearthed at times it was smooth and machine-like. Probably the best example of team play was McKee's spectacular scoring dash. The elusive Irishman ran up a rolling punt on his out and third yard line, reversed his field once, picked up the blocking and raced into the home. The blocking on the play would do justice to the Minnesotta U. The Stout tacklers were cut down like hay. Bill Loewecke removed the last blocker and McKee dumped the last Stout man on about the fifty-yard line. After that it was a case of "pick'em up and lay 'em down" and boy! How McKee picked 'em up! The game as a whole was interesting from the standpoint of the football fan. Both teams put up a good effort. The flower garden and play was around midfield the greater share of the game. The Stout bunch played beyond the Point forty, this accomplished in the first quarter when they drove to the Point twenty-five. Here the Purple and Gold stiffened and a pass went dead. Thereupon Fielder hoisted a distinct edge. They made 129 yards in 73 plays, and had eight first downs to Stout's four. Mcguire and Houck were outstanding in the backfield, while Warner, Loewecke, and Bernstein were the shining lights of the forward wall. For Stout, Murphy, Miller, and Boldie rushed off some neat gains, while Wehrwein, Schell, and Houck did a fine job on defense.

Line-ups and Statistics

Stevens Point

Stout

Bohns L E Wehrwein

Wright L T Milmowich

Loewecke L G Richter

Burch R G Reynolds

Slesinski R T House

P. Nirenburg Q E Houck

Duerker Q L Leul

Mcguire L H R. Miller

Hite J J Houck

Houck F F Murphy

First Down

Yards from scrimmage 129
Panes 3 completed 2, completed 1
In yards per pane 34
Points 7 for 34 yard average 11 for 37.5 yard average

Stevens Point

Guarantee Hardware

Sports

FINANCIAL: independence consists not in the acquisition of luxuries, but in the accumulation of money in bank.

First National Bank

Capitl & Surplus $205,000.00
Located in Portage County

Jacobs & Raae

Expert Watch Repairing

115 So. Third St.

Phone 182

Stevens Point, WIS.

Dr. Marie Kersten Dubinski

Health Clinic

Chronic diseases and diseases of eye,

American Eye and Ear Clinic

The Home of the Alpaca Overcoat

The Continental

Amazon Antics

If you see any girls twisting, bending and exercising you will realize that the interpretive

Dancing class has begun.

The classes are held Monday and Wednesday from 11:00 to 1:00.

Miss Goralny is looking for a girl who will accompany the dancing classes. Anyone interested in trying out please see Miss Goralny immediately.

The W.A.A. has the "Mums" ready for Homecoming. Buy your "Mums" from the girls. They will be selling them in the halls just a few days before Homecoming. October 22.

Did you get one of those extra large, juicy, good "Hot dogs" at the game? If you didn't be sure you do the next time. They make the game complete.

The Junior High girls are progressing rapidly with speed. They'll be ready to give you college girls some good competition one of these times.

The new "birds" for Badminton have arrived for those of you who have been playing every Tuesday and Thursday at 3:00 o'clock.

Remember girls, there's something going on every night after school. Let's get out and have a lot of fun. Refresh yourself with a good game.

Where's George?

The Modern Toggery

At Popular Prices Plus Courteous and Efficient Service

Equally Satisfied Also a Complete Line of Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

Main Street Food Market

Free Delivery Phone 289

Bring your films to our New Studio at 116 Strongs Ave. Your roll developed with 8 prints and one enlargement for 25c

Kennedy Studio

Compliments of Carley Coal Co.